PROGRAM SUBMISSION POLICY

Assignments must be submitted as attachments to an email. Submit ONLY ONE assignment per email. If you have two assignments, use a separate email for each
Make sure your name is in the comment of the program.

What to submit: For each assignment, email me two things as attachments: the source code (the program you wrote, with extension .cpp), plus the output from that exact program saved as a text file (.txt). Example: attach assn1.cpp and assn1.txt. Never submit .exe files (assn1.exe) or .obj files.

Subject line of the email: Put the assignment number (A1, A2 etc.) and the course number (1110)

- Submitting a program to be graded: Assn number course number
  Example: A1 1110

- Submitting a question about a program: Assn number course number Question
  Example: A1 1110 Question

- Submitting a program REDO: Assn number course number Redo
  Example: A1 1110 Redo

Grading: I will grade your program and send my comments by email. I will give you a formal number grade (on a scale of 100), or I will ask you to make some minor changes, or I will give you a REDO. A redo mark will be followed by the date on which I returned it to you; for example, REDO 1/13, which means I gave it back to you on 1/13 and it needs to be redone. Until you have a formal number grade, your program has not been accepted as complete. A REDO means the program has significant problems. A REDO costs 10 points (see below).

Late Policy: I take off one point per day (including weekends) for each day the program is submitted past the due date. That's 7 points a week. No assignment will be accepted more than 14 days late.

Redoing Assignments: I will ask you to REDO an assignment if it has the wrong answers, if it is unreadable, or if it is written extremely poorly. You must correct the program and resubmit it to receive a grade. If the program is still incorrect after the redo, I will ask for another redo, so you must work to make it correct before resubmitting it. A REDO costs you 10 points, plus late points (a point a day till you get it back to me). I don't take off late points for any day that I am holding the program when you have not received my comments.

Grading Policy WARNING! To receive an A+, A or A-, you must hand in all 8 programs. To receive a grade of C- or above, you must hand in at least 4 programs. This requirement is independent of your overall average. Some students think that these rules mean that if you are willing to accept a C, you can stop writing programs after program 4. THIS IS A BIG MISTAKE. Programs 1-4 cover the material to the midterm (roughly). Programs 5-8 cover the second half of the course. The final is cumulative. Half of it is on the second half of the course. The final counts 35% of your grade. If you do not write programs 5-8, you will do poorly on the final. If you thought you were going to settle for a C, you'll probably end up with a D or an F.